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WR 140 = HD 193793 (WC7 + O4-5) attrated muh attention during reent years asa periodi dust maker. Brightenings in the IR in 1977, 1985, and in 1993 were reportedby Williams et al. (1978, 1987a, 1987b, 1990) and Williams (1997), and whih wereattributed to the building of dust grains in the WR 140 wind. The re-ourrene of dustfollows exatly the 7.94-yr orbital period and oinides with the periastron passage (PP),where the wind-wind interation is strongest (e = 0:84). In 1993, several months afterthe PP, it was �rst observed a dip in the UBV with an amplitude of � 0:m03 (Panov etal. 2000).The \elipse" was probably aused by the arbon dust envelope, triggered at the PPby the olliding winds. After 1993, the dust envelope was gradually dispersed and lightin UBV gradually inreased to reah the \pre-elipse" level in 1998. Here we presentphotometry of WR 140 after the reent PP in 2001.14. The observations were taken inJune{August, 2001, with the 60-m telesope and the UBV -photoeletri photometer ofthe Rozhen National Astronomial Observatory.In Fig. 1 the di�erential light urve of WR 140 (omparison star = HD 193888, hekstar = HD193926) is shown in the sense HD 193888�WR 140, for the 1991{2000 (squares,Panov et al. 2000) and the 2001 observations (rosses). The June 2001 observations showlight minimum with an amplitude of about 0:m13 in V , 0:m14 in B, and 0:m20 in U , muhdeeper than the \elipse" at the previous PP in 1993. However, in 1993 we observedWR 140 at orbital phases 0.052{0.06 while in 2001 we were able to over the phases0.037{0.068. It is interesting to note, that the June 2001 dust was rapidly dispersed, andthe UBV light of WR 140 in July inreased and almost reahed the \pre-elipse" level(Fig. 2). The observations in August are onsistent with the normal WR 140 light. Thus,the June \dust episode" was very brief, ompared to the respetive dust grain buildingin 1993. Fig. 2 shows learly the di�erene in the light behaviour in the phase interval0.055{0.058. The reason for the di�erent photometri behaviour of the dust after the2001.14 PP is not yet lear.From the present observations, the deepest light minimum of WR 140 so far observedourred at orbital phases 0.038{0.046, if we assume a smooth trend of the light urvesbetween these orbital phases. The orbital phases are alulated with T0 = 2446160(periastron passage) and Porb = 2900 d. Our observations on�rm the build-up of dust inthe wind of WR 140, probably triggered by the interating winds of the two stars by the2001.14 PP.
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Figure 1. WR 140 light urve for 1991{2001. Squares: observations from 1991{2000. Crosses: 2001observations
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Figure 2. WR 140 light near periastron passages in 1993 (squares) and 2001 (rosses)
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